Tangible Achievements of an Intergenerational Community

or

Accessible - no stairs
Build 21 is a possibility
Chairs - Cosy
Safe space + program time
MUGS - @ Burnside - very cool / chill + eat
you can study / probably buy headphones
Comfort + chairs + sofas - but no naps
Food - free tea / apples / coffee - very important
Volunteer - Managed - by all ages

Fundings - C. M. H. C. - Contest - Affordable student housing
Nancy Heath - Assoc
2 rooms - Build 21 - great space
I have multiple rooms @ RVC

Interactive - not all tables
Invites communal space

Plants - are always
care for by participants
above ground + windows

Location - École
Blog 21
Native Peoples' Home
Close Res -> Douglas (The Den)
COMMUNICATIONS

"Dean's Corner" → Buddle wrote it up
Entrepreneur

Astri → a room envisioned for students
how to prevent → segregation → avoid it.
Alex says - we are there first.
with words on doors
What activities put generations together
Ruth + Judith

→ a peer learning
→ for credit

→ difference between programs + events

Weekly
One-off

→ Jacob wants “stipends” to be paid to students
position and mandate to get student involvement + not be a fringe activity

Models
Ecole in 2nd yr.

→ In Research

→ What is the draw? — Who is really involved?